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Learning objectives
Working with payers and partners to drive efficiency

1. Listen to peers share how they communicate effectively with payers and 
partners, approach negotiations or renegotiations, and get the most out of 
outsourced dollars or claims

2. Learn from organizations that have found effective means with which to set 
mutually beneficial terms, establish relationships, and maintain patient 
satisfaction and communication

3. Compare strategies, engage in discussion, and ask questions to derive solutions 
and strategies surrounding your most pressing challenges in this realm
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Introducing your 
first panelist: 



About the panelist

Director, Patient Financial Services

Hennepin Health

Dawn Patton

Dawn has an extensive healthcare on both the vendor and provider side.

Dawn’s primary focus is on process improvement and root cause with particular 
focus on denial management. 

• With over 43 years of experience in healthcare, Dawn started her career by working in the areas 
of registration, data processing, accounting and patient financial services. 

• She was instrumental in creating a start-up accounts receivable company on the vendor side and 
was the VP of Operations/Client Relations there for 19 years.

• She returned to the provider side at Hennepin Healthcare and has been with Hennepin 
Healthcare for six years.

• There, she initiated monthly payer meetings with the top payers, decreasing outstanding payer 
issues and denials evident with the 25% increase in cash collections since 2017. 
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Hennepin Healthcare is an integrated system of care that 
features:
• A nationally recognized Level 1 pediatric and adult trauma center

• A 484-bed academic medical center

• A large outpatient clinic and specialty center

• A network of 7 clinics in downtown Minneapolis and across Hennepin 
County 

• Also includes a large psychiatric program, home care, hospice care, a 
research center, innovation center, and philanthropic foundation

• In 2021, Hennepin recorded:
– 662,753 clinic visits
– 93,065 ED visits
– 11,342 surgeries
– 87,351 ambulance runs
– 18,965 discharges.
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Hennepin Healthcare at a glance



Denial prevention



Combatting denials with patient financial services
Goal: Reduction of preventable denials by $30M for 2022
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Collaborating with internal partners

An Epic Dashboard was created for 
each department/location to 
monitor progress and statistics down 
to the “check-in user” name/location

This allows for focus on 
educational
opportunities

The goal is for each 
department/location to be 
self-sufficient in monitoring 
their denial statistics

Communicating with payers

Monthly meetings with top five payers to discuss:
• Opportunities to reduce denials
• Payor related issues

• Require ETA on resolution 

A Payer Scorecard was created 
within Change Healthcare that 
shares how a payer is performing 
compared to other payers

Payers compete to be 
best performing
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Onto the 
next panelist:



About the panelist

Director, Revenue Cycle Education 
& Quality

Banner Health

Amber Hermosillo

Amber is dedicated to fostering an inclusive workplace where diversity and 
individual differences are valued and leveraged to achieve the vision and mission of 
the organization. 

In her free time, you will find her enjoying travel, her family and attending sporting 
events of any kind!

• Amber Hermosillo currently leads strategy and operations for Banner’s Corporate Education & 
Quality Department for multiple areas of revenue cycle such as Patient Access Services, Billing 
and Collections, Quality and Vendor Management. 

• This department is responsible for the success of all revenue cycle education needs that impact 
revenue cycle operations and daily cash.

• Her team consists of multiple roles where—through a combination of auditing, reporting, and 
education—they provide innovative resources to inspire end users for an efficient and successful 
revenue cycle experience. 

• Amber has spent most of her career at Banner Health (16 years) holding various positions across 
revenue cycle with an intentional focus on education and continuous improvement roles. 
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Vendor relationships 



Community care and major partnerships
As we grow as an organization, we look to serve the community and our partners with the latest 
technology to align with the Banner Health Mission:
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Increase vendor relationships for efficiency  
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Implementing a vendor liaison to efficiently 
manage vendor relationships



Vendor liaison 
Banner — Senior System Specialist
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Client: Banner Health Vendor: Experian

• Roles and responsibilities:
– Maintains optimal application operation
– System-wide accountability
– Performs analysis of customer needs
– Serves as a liaison for application users and customers 
– Creates functional documentation/specs
– Appropriately escalates issues to senior leadership 
– Troubleshoots system issues at a complex level

• Roles and responsibilities:
– Monthly business review 
– Relationship manager
– Meeting management
– Provide dedicated support/resources
– Manage escalations timely 
– Implementation PM and support



Managing a “crown jewel” vendor
Experian Health

Meetings Projects
Managing meeting cadence and 
attendees quarterly:

Keeping a high-level overview of in-
flight projects:

Initiatives
Tracking what is on deck:
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Onto the 
next panelist:



About the panelist

Vice President, Managed Care and 
Payer Relations

Stanford Health Care / 
Stanford Children’s Health

Gary M. May

• Gary M. May is the Vice President of Managed Care and Payer Relations at Stanford Medicine 
and joined the system in June 2000.

• He leads all commercial payer contracting efforts on behalf of Stanford Health and Stanford 
Children’s Health.

• He has an MBA from California Polytechnic University. 
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Speaking on payer relations

• Stanford Hospital and Clinics
• Stanford Adult Faculty
• ValleyCare Hospital
• University Health Care Alliance

• Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital
• Stanford Faculty Practice Organization
• Packard Children’s Health Alliance

Stanford Health Care: Stanford Children’s Health:
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Thank you

dawn.patton@hcmed.org
1-612-282-6293

Dawn M. Patton

amber.Hermosillo@bannerhealth.com
602-696-8174

Amber Hermosillo

Gary M. May
Vice President, Managed Care and Payer Relations
Stanford Health Care/Stanford Children’s Health


